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Following the report, Attorney General Holder announced a change in policy of how the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives would
approach its enforcement efforts and investigations into gun crimes involving high-capacity magazines. 52 The agency would now prioritize investigations

into high-capacity magazine cases when prosecutable evidence can be found. Over the last several years, the ATF has made significant progress in
enhancing its regulatory framework for the federal gun industry. 74 While the ATFs efforts are clearly inadequate, reforms enacted by Congress in the

2000s have not been adequately implemented, or even fully understood, by this agency. Congress has made the Freedom of Information Act especially
difficult to execute when used for investigations of the ATF. 75 In 2013, Congress mandated a two-year review of the ATFs regulatory framework to ensure
that the ATF properly enforces the NFA. 79 Many industry groups have agreed with the ATF on many aspects of this review, including prioritizing the issue

of tax collection, standardizing regulations and clarifying previously ambiguous regulations. 80 Nevertheless, Congress mandated a new rulemaking to
finalize the review. 81 That existing non-NFA classification means that these guns are exempt from the firearms collector tax, while still fulfilling the criteria
for a short-barreled shotgun, which is a design that limits the total length of a shotgun barrel to 18 inches and the overall length of the barrel and stock to

26.37 inches. Since the Shockwave, TAC-13, and Newhouse all have a muzzle velocity of 2,300 feet per second, they are all exempt from the NFA
registration requirement, which imposes a tax on firearms having a combined overall length, including the overall length of the barrel and the overall length

of the stock and any fixed or fixed extension sight or accessory sight in front of the trigger, of less than 26.02 inches. 152 Given Mossbergs design
philosophy of making extremely affordable firearms for non-gun enthusiasts, the company has always been willing to find creative ways to circumvent NFA
compliance. It is a fact that Mossberg has never sold a tax stamp on any of its NFA-exempt shotguns, the company has simply allowed customers to sign up
for the firearms collector tax by purchasing certain models without having to pay tax. With the NFA exemption loophole currently being exploited by other

manufacturers, the NFA registration tax could eventually be removed. 153
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The irony is that the NFA has done nothing for gun owners. Firearm ownership has never increased
during NFA enforcement. Firearms ownership has gone up significantly since the early 1980s

despite NFA enforcement, but not because of NFA enforcement. In fact, in 33 years under the NFA,
from 1981 to 2014, the number of civilian-owned NFA items have remained constant, going from

1,180,405 to 1,215,810. 76 Guns and Ammo, 11 December 2018, https://www.guns-
ammo.com/guns/firearms/how-many-guns-are-there-in-america-596553.htm. Sadly, that is a case
that is very different from the NFA because of the sheer number of registered firearms that allow

law enforcement to detect people who are associated with dangerous people and groups. Typically,
after a major crime, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives or BATFE process

firearm traces, performing a check of the background of every registered gun to determine if the
firearm is associated with a crime or firearm trafficking and to establish whether the firearm is

stolen. In that study, BATFE found that, on average, the average New Jersey resident has bought
50-100 firearms. Moreover, 2.2 million residents of the state have reported having been arrested in
at least one of the 4,000 law enforcement agencies. Compare that to the national population, which

is about 275 million. 261 Sometimes referred to as one of the most corrupt states in the country.
262 America on the other hand, is the name of a 1995 film by Mike Judge that followed office life

and relationships in a group of U.S. attorneys. Former U.S. Attorney Kathryn Ruemmler was
featured in the film. 263 5ec8ef588b
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